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A challenge

I Suppose you are doing a computation that requires more memory than the free
memory you have available.

EmptyFull

I Compress → use → decompress?

I Contents incompressible =⇒ full memory is useless?

I Challenge: Prove that the extra full memory is useless!
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Catalytic Space
A model of computation where the challenge above is made precise

Question: Is L = CL?

Why one might lean on “YES!”

I Sheer intuition!

I At any step of the computation, the
mutual information between the input
and the tape contents is still O(log n).

I So, in some sense, the algorithm only
“remembers” O(log n) bits of the input.

I So maybe we can show CL = L by
maintaining a compressed
representation?

Why one might lean on “NO!”

I Either we may compress and use the
freed-up space, or we have something
incompressible and we can maybe use it
to derandomize.

I Barrington’s Theorem shows NC1 can be
computed with O(1) bits of memory.
This is also unexpected and non-trivial,
so maybe we can use similar trickery
here.
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Today

A full proof that #L ⊆ CL.



L vs. #L, or Connectivity vs. Counting Walks

L

The class of functions computed by de-
terministic TMs allowed to use O(log n)
cells of working memory.

⇑ Complete ⇑
Connectivity

Given an undirected graph G with n
vertices, and two vertices s and t of G :
is there a path between s and t?

#L

Computed by counting the number of
accepting paths in non-deterministic
TMs using O(log n) work memory.

⇑ Complete ⇑
Counting Walks

Given G with n vertices, and two ver-
tices s, t of G : how many walks of
length n exist between s and t?
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Counting Walks
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many walks of length n exist between s and t?

Corollary

If CL can compute Mn over the ring n × n matrices with n2-bit entries, then #L ⊆ CL.

This is what we will now show.
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Ben-Or & Cleve

Theorem (Ben-Or & Cleve, STOC 1988)

For any formula f , there is a 3-register SLP∗ program computing:

ri := ri ± u × f (~x)

I i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

I u is either a constant or a register rk , k 6= i
I this program does not change rj for j 6= i .

Definition (Algebraic Formulae over K)
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